An advertisement in GOLFDOM saves the club officials time and money by getting responses from the best men available. The club department heads who advertise for positions in GOLFDOM obviously identify themselves as men who go after their problems in the right way. They are good men for you to give preference.

Manager—Now available. A capable club man and wife who have a proven record for efficient management. A couple who have made a success in all departments, even the past two trying years. Specializing in the best of food catering, attending to the social activities as well as clubhouse and golf course maintenance under the direction of the board of directors and committee chairman. Let us relieve you of a lot of details so that when you come to your club you will enjoy it and not have to listen to hard luck stories. We will execute your orders and carry out the club’s policies and will render you dignified, diplomatic, tactful and efficient service. No children; middle-aged and will go anywhere. Address: Ad 1502, care Golfdom, Chicago.

Experienced English-born pro-greenkeeper wants position at first class club. Will accept post as assistant pro. First class clubmaker, 20 years’ experience, fine instructor. Go anywhere. Address: Ad 1511, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Greenkeeper with national reputation and a life’s experience in construction and maintenance, desires change to a high-class club that is looking for a competent man who can deliver the best in greenkeeping. Address: Ad 1510, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Pro-greenkeeper, long and successful experience, desires location with eastern club. Former private tutor to English nobility and numbers among American pupils several national and sectional champions. Hard worker, thoroughly dependable and has every other qualification for satisfactory service to good club. Address: Ad 1509, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Manager, successful experience with metropolitan district country and city clubs now available for new location due to heavy fixed charges at present country club calling for discharge of manager. In five years with present club never had a year in the red and made club famed for good food and service. Highest recommendations. Available immediately at moderate salary. Address: Ad 1508, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Wanted—Position as pro or pro-greenkeeper. Have national reputation as a teacher. First class golfer and clubmaker. Member of P. G. A. A-1 credit rating; married; highest references. Address: Ad 1506, % Golfdom, Chicago.


Position wanted as professional at live small club or as assistant at large club, preferably in resort section. Good teacher, player and clubmaker. Address: Ad 1505, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Professional—12 years’ experience, 32 years old, married, American born, seeks position any club needing good instructor and merchandiser. Best of references. Can manage clubhouse. Address: Ad 1504, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Greenkeeper with extensive and successful experience in construction, remodeling and highest type of maintenance at low price, wants a job. Able man with highest references and eager to work hard for moderate wages. Address: Ad 1503, % Golfdom, Chicago.

New 18-hole public golf course nine miles from Times Square, located in the Bronx, N. Y. C., on the Pelham Bay Park line of the I. R. T., 35 minutes from the Grand Central Station (5c car fare), desires to obtain the services of a capable greenkeeper and pro, willing to invest some capital. Address: Ad 1500, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Young professional, with college education, desires to make a change with medium size club 1933 season. Well schooled all phases of professional work. Ten years’ experience. Best of references. Address: Ad 1501, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Pro-greenkeeper desires to hear from club that is in need of an all around man. Best of references as teacher and greenkeeper. Especially good on construction work. A-1 credit with all sporting goods houses. Will give you an up-to-date golf shop, 37 years old; sober. Have family and will stay on the job. Address: Ad 1406, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Agronomist-Economist offers reasonably in cooperation with several clubs diagnosis advice supervision. Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey preferred but other inquiries invited. Address: Ad 1408, % Golfdom, Chicago.
Pro-greenkeeper desires position. Expert on greens and economical maintenance. Age 27. Have had excellent results organizing and stimulating interest among players. In replying, state proposition club has to offer. Address: Ad 1512, % Golfdom, Chicago.


Pro-greenkeeper—highest recommendation. Successful experience in course construction, clubmaking, instruction and clubhouse management. Present location in Adirondack section. Weather conditions makes change advisable. Age 29; married, two children; wife to act as hostess. Will go anywhere at low salary and with guarantee of concessions. Address: Ad 1409, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Pro-assistant desires position with medium size club or first-class professional. Age 20; trustworthy and dependable. Splendid personality, hard worker, business college education. Good teacher and player. Excellent references. Will go anywhere. Address: Ad 1410, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Greenkeeper—experience in course maintenance and construction; open for position. Hard worker, can get results on modest maintenance and budget. Highest recommendations. Will work for moderate salary. Harry G. McQuaid, 99 Pineapple St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Well known greenkeeper with best of recommendations and thorough experience in maintenance and construction at low cost, is open for position in prominent club at moderate salary. For full details address: Ad 1200, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Pro-greenkeeper—Middle-aged Scotch born man with successful and extensive experience in teaching, course maintenance, course design, pro shop merchandising and tournament promotion, wants location. A hard worker, thoroughly dependable and runs a pro department so it stirs up club interest and business. Highest references. Will make good any size or character of club. For details, write: Ad 1514, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Used Golf Balls, wholesale, 20c dozen and up. Inverness Golf Course, Inc., 11711 Sandy Blvd., Portland, Oregon.

PARKS EXPLAINS VALUE OF LEWIS BAG-RACK

Watertown, Wis.—Lewis Parks, sales manager of G. B. Lewis Co., advises why he believes the Lewis tee bag-rack should experience an increased sale this season, as the item becomes better known. He says:

"As golf is a very orderly game, why should golf courses tolerate the laying of bags of sticks on the ground for someone to trip over, or allow them to be leaned against the tee benches that have been provided for the rest and comfort of the players?

"Did you ever get all set to drive and have a bag of sticks slip off the bench with a crash and rattle to the ground? And, is there anything more annoying than to soil one's clean shirt by coming in contact with muddy club heads? Is anything more annoying than having to stand up due to the thoughtlessness of players who lay their clubs against or on the benches?"

So Far As we know, Willis W. Case, Jr., green-chairman of the Cherry Hills club, Denver, Colo., is the first man to tell of the problems and ambitions of the green-chairman in a radio broadcast. Ross Parsons of the Denver Post, interviewed Case in a radio program over KOA.

Parsons brought out Case's extensive experience as green-chairman of two clubs and his world-wide playing acquaintance with golf courses and referred to Cherry Hills being considered one of the country's 12 best clubs.

Case told of the land and construction requirements of a golf course, bringing out many interesting details of course building and seeding in a way to astonish many players who take course maintenance and construction as casual affairs.

The Cherry Hills official briefly spoke of the amount of equipment necessary to keep this course in perfect shape and by drawing a comparison between the care and expense required by small lawn and 180 acres of superbly groomed golf course got across to the radio listeners that golf course maintenance is a vast and serious business.

SAVE the middleman's profit for your club by purchasing

BENT GRASS SEED
direct from the farms where it is grown.
A. N. PECKHAM KINGSTON, R. I.
Also Fairway Mixtures